
DIGITAL MUSIC DISTRIBUTION

Your music â€” on all the most popular download and streaming sites worldwide. With + digital distribution partners (and
more being added all the time) we'll.

As an independent artist, I can count on DistroKid to get my music on all the relevant stores and streaming
services. Dan is part of Deltron , Dr. So, make sure your distributor has an in-house Spotify playlist plugger!
Ari Herstand has charted in the top 10 on iTunes, performed on Ellen and has had countless songs featured in
films, TV shows and commercials. Claire Rachel Wilkinson, known as Clairity, is a 19 year old
singer-songwriter. Distrokid popped up in as an independent digital alternative, and have been going strong
ever since. How much does it cost? Some distributors offer to collect sound recording performance royalties
from SoundExchange. Emma-Lee's songs have been used in dozens of film and television placements. Spinn
Up Spinnup is an independent record label and music distribution service owned by Universal Music Group.
Ray also makes music with multiplatinum Grammy winners Serj Tankian from System of a Down, Tom
Morello from Rage Against the Machine, and many more â€”then donates all the proceeds to charity. Ready to
get started? Some distributors will obtain mechanical licenses for your cover songs for a fee. Artists can have
their music heard all over the globe without ever pressing a single album. Record labels, distribution
companies, managers, booking agents and promoters all subscribe to SoundScan. If you want to distribute a
cover song, you need to obtain a mechanical license. We don't have a management teamâ€”and we don't have
the time to deal with anything that's not brutally simple in our quest to continue our 25 year reign as the North
Korea of Punk. I love only paying a single annual fee rather than paying per release; this saves me hundreds of
dollars every year, and lets me upload music whenever I want. SoundScan is a sales tracking system that
measures how many records are sold at brick-and-mortar and digital retail outlets. They would pay for you to
record an album, print thousands of copies and ship them all over the country. It can be almost overwhelming.
Carlos Eiene fuses jazz fusion and other jazz subgenres with video game music. In , there were two interesting
new additions to the distribution game. AWAL AWAL is a distro service that delivers your music to all the
key stores and streaming platforms in over territories worldwide. I've learned so much about the music
business through this organization. The prices are reasonable and the notifications you receive from DistroKid
are wonderful. Ray Harmony has dedicated his life to using the power of music to inspire positive change in
the world, which he does through Revolution Harmony. How They Handle The Paperwork One of the major
benefits of working with a distributor is that they offer to handle some of the administrative paperwork for
you. Always weigh your options. Non-interactive services like Pandora and SiriusXM pay out performance
royalties too. Aside from that, the details vary from company to company. Record Union Record Union is a
distribution platform that lets you register a free account and then charges you for every release.


